Inverted triangle body shape style guide
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Today I want to provide some general dressing guidelines for the inverted shape of the body triangle. If you don't know what your body shape is, please go back to my article: how to determine your body shape. Inverted triangle characteristics: The upper part of your body is larger than that of your lower part, and you
usually wear a larger size on topShoulders wider than hipBust, usually proportional to largeHips are smallYour feet are likely to be greatThis pretty desirable shapes as many clothes will look good on you. In fact, many models now have this body shape. Celebrities with this body typeCelebrities with this body shape
include Angelina Jolie, Demi Moore, Renee Sellweger, Naomi Campbell and Teri Hatcher, so you're definitely in good company. You will also see many professional swimmers who have this body shape as they develop strong shoulders. The purpose of dressing this shapeIf you want to have what is considered the most
ideal body shape, hourglass, you want to draw attention from your wide shoulders or large upper chest and draw attention to your thin lower body and often lean legs. This will give the illusion your waistline is going on before you create volume on the bottom half so your hips look slender. Getting balance rightAs with most
things in life, dressing according to your body shape is all about balance. For an inverted triangle, you want to minimize your upper body and create volume on the lower body in order to harmonize your silhouette. You are basically trying to make the opposite guidelines for pear shapes. women with pear-shaped shape
are more likely to want to minimize their bottom half and add volume to their top half. Nick (above) demonstrates some great dressing tips if you're an inverted triangle. She wears wide trousers in bright color to add volume to her bottom half, opting for a streamlined black jacket on top. Get her look with this similar striped
top, jacket, wide leg pants, sandals, earrings and sunglasses. You can apply the following guidelines for dressing for an inverted body type triangle. How to dress for your inverted triangle body typeUpper bodyCreate vertical lines with vertical stripes Clothing open necklines and collars like neck bundling, v-neck and
scoop neckWear soft feminine textures to soften the shoulder lineAvoid extra width and wear a single-breasted tailored jacketWear open to create a vertical line ofwear jackets that are well structured. that emphasize the vertical line, so go for V-necks and keep shirts unbuttoned To find the tops, Balance the bust with hips
(if you have a big bust) Wear the tops just below the thigh boneWear dark color on topWear strapless dresses and topsUse straps to define your waist even more and the overall balance below with A-line or full skirts. Use bold textures to create more bulk. The horizontal stripes will make the lower part of the body wider.
Full leg width in trousers, full or bootleg pants. Culottes will work for you too. If the pants don't match your waistline or, get them changed to tailor. Use pockets or jewelry on trousers or skirts. Wear bold and attractive shoes. Tops to suit your shape When choosing tops and jackets for your inverted triangle shape, look for
pieces that nip in at the waist that are tailored, or that have a waist tie. The stripes will also flatter your figure, and halter neck tops are especially good for an inverted triangle because they balance your broad shoulders. You want to make sure that the collars on the jackets are not too wide as this will create extra width
that you don't want. Avoid anything that creates extra width on your shoulders such as shoulder pads, epaulets, embroidery and buttons as they will draw your eyes outwards and make your shoulders look even wider. To make the upper body appear smaller, wear dark colors on top and lighter or brighter color on the
bottom. Melanie (above) wears a perfect inverted triangle outfit with a halter neck top and full skirt. Check out this similar top, pleated skirt, sandals, clutch and earrings. Some good tops to opt for an inverted triangle, and Charles's silk blouse - Chelsea28 peplum blouse - Loveapella halter neck tank top - Boden
embroidered linen coats and jackets for an inverted triangle When choosing jackets, don't forget to look for one-breasted styles that won't add volume to your top half. Collar-free styles will also work well for you. You can opt for straight styles or those that nip in at the waist. Look for coats in dark or muted tones and avoid
detail such as shoulder pads or shoulder pads. Abi (above) wears a one-breasted black jacket along with a pair of bootcut jeans. Check out this similar graphic tee, jacket, bootcut jeans, handbag and pointed-to-to-foot pumps.1901 blazer - Nordstrom Signature cardigan - Empty NYC suede jacket - Signs and Spencer
midi cardigan dresses, overalls and skirts for an inverted triangle, the idea of dressing for an inverted triangle is to create some volume on your lower body. The best dresses to choose from, therefore, are the ones that add volume to the hips, such as flared styles or peplums. Kylie (above) opts for a fit and flash wrap
dress that nipped in at the waist. Recreate her look with this lookalike dress and sandals. When choosing a skirt, opt for those with some width or volume rather than pencil style. The triangle also tends to look fabulous in a jumpsuit, so if you don't already have one in your closet, it might be time to add one. Chelsea28 tie
front dress - Julia Jordan wide leg jumpsuit - - Midi skirt button - Rails print midi skirts and jeans for an inverted triangle shapeOpt for wide-legged and bootcut pants, rather than skinny styles that will only accentuate your upside-down triangle shape. You can either add extra emphasis to your bottom half by selecting
some volume, or you can do the opposite of the pear shape and choose a darker shade on top and a lighter shade, such as white jeans, at the bottom. Marie Louise (above) breaks some of the rules for the inverted triangle above, wearing a top with horizontal stripes and puffed shoulders. However, she balances this
with flared jeans. Check out this similar striped top, flared jeans, heels, earrings and sunglasses.7 For all humanity bootcut jeans - Citizens of Humanity high waist trouser jeans - Samsyo Samsyo cullotes - Halogen wide crop of leg pantsShoes and boots for an inverted triangle course, you can wear the one you like. But,
there are certain shoe styles that will look great if you have an inverted triangle. You can help draw attention to your bottom half by choosing bright shoe styles. You can choose to pop or color or wear shoes that are decorated in order to balance your bottom half with broad shoulders. Instead of emphasizing the triangle
character of your body by wearing a pair of stilettos, you can choose block heels. As you probably have thin legs and ankles, you can also wear ankle straps without worrying about making your feet look shorter. Boots that add some volume such as slouch and cowboy boots can also be a good option. Ashley (above)
wore a pair of strappy flat Mary Janes with her crop of flash jeans. Steal her look with this similar tee, jacket, bootcut jeans, flat and necklace. Trotters slouchy bootie - Pelle Fashion suede sandals - Miz Mooz ankle strap sandals - Bella Vita wedge sandals Accessories to wear when you have an inverted triangle
bodyThe old saying goes that opposites are attracted, and that's true when it comes to styling your inverted triangle body. Choose the shape of bags that are curved rather than angular, such as round and tramp bags. But, you can also choose mirror angles of your body and choose structured styles. Wear a bag on your
hip to get attention down like Greetje (above). Recreate her look with this similar top, jacket, pants, pumps, belt, bag and necklace. A selection of handbags and accessories that have stripes will compliment your figure and the rest of your outfits. When it comes to necklaces and scarves, wear them in a long pendant or
loosely tied style to draw attention down. Statement rings and bracelets will also be good for you as they will draw attention to where your hands are at the hip level. I would usually avoid chunky necklaces and large earrings that will only draw attention to your shoulder area. Nordstrom leather crossbody bag - Claire V.
snake embossed clutch - - Leather Bucket Bag - COACH Crossbody Bag - Bony Levi's Gold Hoops - Ettika Shell Bracelet - Kendra Scott Double Stripe RingWhat Not WearingAvoid Shoulder Pads or Anything, What emphasizes shouldersBoat necksHorizontal line on topOversized collars or lapels on jacketsVery chunky
jerseys (if you want to wear these, choose a dark color) A large bold pattern and graphics on top, as they can have enhanced effectTapered skirts9 looks using clothes for an inverted triangle body shape featured aboveThis a lot of flattering ways you can wear all the clothes you can wear all the clothes , shoes and
accessories featured here for the inverted triangle. Here are 9 ideas to get you started. If the weather is where you're still cool or you love the autumn shades, you can also take a look at this previous season's inverted triangle collection (see below) for extra inspiration. Read our ultimate guide to creating a capsule
wardrobe that works best for you. Want more dressing tips for an inverted body type triangle? Continue reading: How does this post on how to dress an inverted triangle of body shape? Save it on Pinterest! Image feature Marie Louise Want to get more articles from 40 style in your inbox, subscribe here. You can also
connect to 40-style Facebook, Instagram or Pinterest.Support 40'style by using links in our articles to shop. As a partner of Amazon and many other brands, we get a small commission (free for you) on qualifying purchases, allowing us to continue to create amazing free content for you. Thank you! Thank you!
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